Garden Center/ Tree Farm  Sales/Design Position  
Located in Dexter, MI, just outside of Ann Arbor.

We are currently seeking an individual with knowledge in horticultural design and maintenance. You must have knowledge in plant materials, trees and soil products. This person will be required to assist clients on a daily basis at the garden center/tree farm. We need a person who is familiar with and able to assist in garden/ landscape design and possible go to a site to assist in plant placement and assist on overseeing completion. This person must have good communication skills and a willingness to go the extra mile. Weekend work is required. Bobcat/loader/tractor experience is helpful.

This position starts immediately and continues throughout the summer. Fall position may also be available. This opportunity could possibly become a long term, full time position. Full or part time positions are available. Great opportunity as an entry level position at a beautiful working tree farm.

Contact Lynn @ EarthArtDexter@gmail.com